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Wayfinding	

is the information, problems and solutions related 

to the way people perceive and navigate through space or 

get from one point to another. 



ACTIVITY 
Finding the 2 ½ West Stacks 
in Watson Library to be able 
to study at this awesome desk! 



ENVIRONMENT 
Watson Library, the Stacks 



INDIVIDUAL 
Student that has never been to 
the Watson Stacks. 



OBJECTS 
Signs, doors, bookshelves, 
elevators, stairs, books, desks, 
chairs, other people, etc. 



UNDERSTAND 
How to successfully navigate through the 
Watson Stacks with the easiest and quickest route. 

LANDMARKS 

NODES 

PATHS 

EDGES 

DISTRICTS 

The main lobby, the lobby of each floor level, stairs, signs 

The lobbies, the walkways between the stacks 

Hallways, staircases, elevators, in between shelves 

Bookshelves, walls 

Different study areas, each section and level of the stacks 



Lana Finds (after much difficulty) the Stacks	


Video: Initial Experience and Problems 



Lana Finds (after much difficulty) the Stacks	


Video: Initial Experience and Problems 



Sketching to Solve the Problems	




Problems	




Problem: Too many signs in main Lobby that are all the same color and do not mention the Stacks 



Problem: Black and white signs are not very noticeable on the wall 



TEXT 

Problem: The black and white maps are very confusing and do not indicate current location 



Problem: Many doors are completely unlabeled 



Problem: Signs are placed too high so they are not visible from the top of each staircase 



Solutions	




Solution: One color-coded sign that indicates current level and the direction of the stacks. 





Solution: The colored map is attention-grabbing on the plain walls 



Solution: A clear and easy-to-understand, color-coded map that indicates current location 



Solution: Clearly labeled, color-coded door signs 



Solution: Signs placed at eye level throughout the Stacks 



Retesting:���
Clare and Dayna	


Clare and Dayna both went down stairs, thinking they could reach the 2 ½ level. 



Clare did not notice the map on the wall. Dayna did not understand the map. 



Clare and Dayna eventually find these signs that send them on a long route to get to their destination. 



Clare and Dayna make it to the 2 ½ West Stacks. 



Neither Clare nor Dayna know how to find their way back to the lobby and 
attempt to leave through the Center Stacks. 



Clare and Dayna are unsure which doors lead to an exit since they are either unlabeled or misleading. 



New Problems	




New Problem: Very few signs that point to the stairs within the Stacks. 



New Problem: Unclear labeling of doors or no labeling all makes it impossible to find the way out 



New Solutions	




New Solution: Signs directing to the location of the stairs within the stacks 



New Solution: Signs indicating which doors are exits to the lobby 



Floor plans���
for Final Signs	










Jason (successfully and easily) Finds the Stacks	


Video: Final Experience and Solutions 



Jason (successfully and easily) Finds the Stacks	


Video: Final Experience and Solutions 



Summary	

At the beginning, wayfinding seemed much easier than it actually was. Choosing a situation 

that was not too complicated was a difficult task in itself. When we first approached the Watson 
Library Stacks as our situation, we created signs quickly and assumed our project was 

finished. After testing our new signs, I realized that we had not been thinking in the second 
order and that it is impossible to accurately predict how other people will behave in any 

situation. After the first test with the new signs, we discovered that are signs were well done 
and clear, but placement was a big issue. We had to consider how students perceive the signs 
in Watson Library and to where their eyes are drawn. We also had to create a few more signs 

to make our wayfinding situation even more clear. After revisions, our final test was an extreme 
success. Wayfinding certainly opened my eyes to all of the subconscious ways humans 

perceive space, and it taught me to think in the second order. 



Group Dynamics	

This was by far the best group I have ever had in my entire history of group projects. Every 

group member was dedicated, consistent, and thoughtful. Every group member did their fair 
share of work and they did so to the best of their ability. I could not ask for a better group! 

Team Members	

Claire Pedersen, Allie Fields, Natalie Sabillón 



AIGA, An Ethnography Primer	

Ethnography helps designs understand the relationship between what the produce and the 

meaning their product has for others. Research methods include observation in natural 
settings, and collecting pictures, videos, and other contextual data so that we can see patterns 
in behavior in a real-world context. Ethnography allows us to design products and services that 
evoke meaningful experiences, gain insight into how people define themselves within a group 
or community, learn how people process information, understand how products, technologies, 
and communications flow in the global world, observe what people do rather than what they 

think they do, and identify barriers. In order to incorporate ethnography into the design 
process, a designer must define the problem, find the people, plan an approach, collect data, 

analyze data, interpret opportunities, and share insights. 



INNOVATION Journal articles	

We should set the stage before we design by scenario-building (creating situations, conditions 
and counterpoints, a context for the design). By developing profiles of users and testing ideas 
against them, the product becomes more meaningful and clear. Creating this scenarios helps 
designers visualize and communicate to other designers, end users, and client management. 

Scenarios are a tool for understanding user needs from a broad, situational perspective.  



Tim Brown video	

Design became a tool of consumerism rather than a problem-solving method. We need to 

focus less on the object and more on design thinking as an approach. Design thinking begins 
with integrative thinking by balancing desirability, viability, and feasibility. Design is human-

centered and starts with human needs. Often, design is about understand different cultures in 
context. Design thinking then becomes “learning by making.” Instead of seeing the principle 

concept of design as consumption, it should be seen as participation. 


